BF23 Psychology

BF38 Philosophy. Relation to other topics
BF39 Methodology: Mathematical and statistical methods. Psychometrics
BF51 Relation to theology and religion

BF76.5 Research
BF109 Biography (A-Z)
BF161 Mind and body
BF173 Psychoanalysis
BF175.4 Relation to other topics (A-Z)
BF175.5 Special topics (A-Z)
BF176 Psychological tests and testing
BF204.5 Phenomenological psychology. Existential psychology
BF241 Special senses
BF251 Hearing. Auditory perception
BF311 Consciousness. Cognition
BF321 Apperception. Attention
BF323 Special topics (A-Z)
BF323.S63 Social perception
BF367 Association and reproduction of ideas
BF371 Special: Memory
BF378 Special topics (A-Z)
BF408 Creative processes. Imagination. Invention
BF441 Thought and thinking
BF455 Psycholinguistics. Psychology of meaning
BF456 Psychology of reading. Spelling (A-Z)
BF456.R2 Reading

BF503 Motivation
BF511 Affection. Feeling. Emotion
BF531 Emotion
BF575 Special forms of emotion (A-Z)
BF575.A86 Attachment
BF575.H27 Happiness. Joy

BF636 Applied psychology
BF637 Special topics not otherwise provided for (A-Z)
BF637.C45 Communication. Interpersonal communication
BF637.P4 Persuasion

BF697 Differential psychology. Individuality. Self
BF713 Developmental psychology
BF721 Child psychology
BF723 Special topics (A-Z)

BF789 Psychology of other special subjects (A-Z)
BF789.D4 Death
BF1075 Dreaming General works

BF1407 Occult sciences

BF1434 By region or country (A-Z)
BF1561 Witchcraft
BF1566 General works
BF1584 By region or country: Regions or countries other than United States
BF1581 Great Britain
BF1583 Germany
BF1584 Other (A-Z)
BF1584.E9 Europe

BF1586 Magic (White and Black). Shamanism. Hermetics. Necromancy
BF1591 History: By period
BF1591 Ancient
BF1593 Medieval
BF1622 By race, ethnic group or country (A-Z)
BF1622.J45 Jews
BF1623 Special topics (A-Z)
BF1623.R7 Rosicrucians

BF1651 Astrology
BF1680 General works: Early through 1800
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